Run No. 20

MTH3 Inaugural Autumnal Equinox run**

21st September 2006
The MTH3 (without the founder and co-founder) had descended into a taxicab hash,
but an elite one at that, with each of the runners being able to count all the others on
the fingers of one hand (i.e. 6 in total including the Hare Peter Pan and Leveret Miss
Shiggy). This made life easier when checking whether anyone was lost.
Meanwhile back at the start at the carpark next to Conway Station (not to be
confused with the location indicated on the web site which was about € mile away in
Dover Close) a Hash flash (delayed due to Bess receiving training in sit stay)

After a pep talk by the Hare, saying that we should run in pairs, and that there were 2
Regroups and 1 Observation Point, we set off singly past the Station and into
Birkenhead.
The trail (laid in flour and partially demolished by the strong winds) led towards the
docks and the first Observation point at the Woodside Ferry.

This was quickly following by the second of “1 Observation Point”

Some more trail followed around the Morpeth docks, a false trail across the Egerton
Bridge and finally back to Conway Street where the pull of the beer was firmly
resisted as the trail led over the road and a circuit back to the start.

Peter Pan wondering what he had written

where we indulged in the normal face feeding frenzy and down downs for everyone

Snoozanne waiting for instructions – Sergeant Pecker thinking or perhaps tasting

The pack retired to the Crown where the Hare had reserved a room for 20 people.
The landlord had obviously heard of the Hash as he had installed a CCTV camera in
the room
** For the pedants amongst us (and we know who you are) the equinox was actually
at 4:02 on 23rd this year due to the placement of the leap year and for the anoraks
amongst us here is the web site that will tell you when they are for the next 4 years
http://www.glyphweb.com/esky/default.htm?http://www.glyphweb.com/esky/concepts/
autumnalequinox.html

